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Silver coating has demonstrated good antimicrobial activity and low toxicity. Silver-coated megaprostheses have been introduced
in oncological musculoskeletal surgery considering the high rate of infection. We conducted a retrospective analysis on 68 cases of
primary or metastatic bone tumors, affecting the proximal femur, treated between 2005 and 2016 with wide margins resection and
tumor implants reconstruction. All patients were treated by the same surgeon, with antibiotic prophylaxis according to a standard
protocol. In 55.9% of patients silver-coated hip hemiarthroplasty was implanted; in the remaining 44.1% uncoated megaprostheses
were implanted. Patients were reevaluated recording the complications and focusing the analysis on infective complications. The
average follow-up was 46.5 months. No patient has shown any sign of local or general silver toxicity. A SEM analysis was conducted
on the 3-silver-coated hip hemiarthroplasty explanted confirming a severe degradation with a small amount of residual silver on the
coating surface. Silver-coated hip prostheses have a lower rate of early infection than traditional implants but showed a reduction
of antimicrobial activity for silver coating wear. We recommend using silver-coated prosthesis as primary implants for limb salvage
surgery, in primary or metastatic bone tumors affecting the proximal femur, considering the absence of signs of toxicity and the
lower rate of early infection.

1. Introduction

Limb salvage surgery following primary or metastatic bone
tumors is the treatment of choice in young and old patients
with an acceptable life expectancy. Thanks to improved
surgical technique and implanted devices, prosthetic recon-
struction achieves the best possible level of function in
patients who need a wide resection for malignant tumor.
Proximal femur is often involved in this kind of surgery with
good survival and functional results but many complications
are described: dislocations, deep infections, implant failures,
periprosthetic fractures, and tumor relapses are among the
most common possible severe complications [1, 2].

The infection rate in hip tumor hemiarthroplasty ranged
from 10% to 40%, with great variability depending on the age,
the resection size, and the primarymalignant tumor involved.
Preventing periprosthetic infection is one of the main issues,

considering that when there are concomitant poor soft tissue
conditions, secondary amputation is sometimes inevitable.

Oncological patients are often debilitated by tumor
itself, chemotherapy, or concomitant illnesses regarding other
organs and the large implants surface predisposed to bacterial
colonization; for these reasons many options were proposed
to prevent infections in this kind of surgery. Surely systemic
treatments have a significant role and many intra- and
perioperative antibiotic prophylaxes have been proposed
[3, 4]. It is not easy to demonstrate a statistically signifi-
cant supremacy among antibiotic prophylaxis proposed but
is mandatory to choose one according infectious disease
specialist indications. Among the metal with antimicrobial
activity, silver has gained much interest due to its excellent
antimicrobial activity coupled with low toxicity [5]. Only few
case reports showed local sign of toxicity, like dermal argyria
[6]. Silver-coated hip megaprostheses have been introduced
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Figure 1: Soft tissue reconstruction using Trevira Tube after proxi-
mal femur resection and silver-coated implant.

in medical practice almost 25 years ago initially with the
aim of treating local periprosthetic infections and have
been recently proposed as first implant in patients with an
acceptable life expectancy, in order to prevent the infections
onset [7].

In the Division of Orthopedic and Traumatology of “A.
Gemelli Hospital” (Catholic University of the Sacred Heart,
Rome) the use of silver-coated hip megaprosthesis as first
implant in this kind of surgery began, in selected case almost
15 years ago, and involved in the last years more and more
patients showing good functional and survival results. To
improve functional results and faster recovery, reducing the
dislocation rate, our surgical technique involves the use of
Trevira Tube� in order to guarantee soft tissue and capsular
reconstruction as described by other authors [8] (Figure 1).

Purpose of the study is to evaluate the results of silver-
coated hip hemiarthroplasty compared to patients treated
with uncoated hip megaprosthesis.

2. Materials and Methods

A retrospective study was performed, analyzing all patients
affected by primary or metastatic proximal femur tumors,
treated with wide margins resection and megaprostheses
reconstruction by the same surgeon between 2005 and 2016 in
our Department with a minimum of 12-month follow-up. All
patients received the same antibiotic prophylaxis consisting
in 2mg of Cefazolin administered 30 minute before surgery
followed by 1mg each 12 hours in the three postoperative
days. The main surgeon considered the implantation of a
silver-coated prosthesis when technically available and when
not contraindicated according to infectious disease specialist
evaluation, considering the high risk of infection for this type
of surgery. In other cases standard titan megaprostheses were
implanted.

All the patients were periodically evaluated in our
outpatients clinic recording complications and functional
outcomes. Infection was diagnosed with a clinical evaluation
showing a sinus tract communicating with the prosthesis
or in presence of purulence in the affected joint or in case
of bacterial isolation and identification from at least two
separate tissue or fluid sample obtained from the affected

prosthetic joint. Elevated CRP and ESR were used as marker
of infection if associated with specific clinical signs. When
necessary, the patients undergone antibiotic treatment based
on microbiological exams and following the indication of
an expert infectious disease doctor. The cases managed only
with conservative treatments were defined as superficial or
transitory infections and were not included in this analysis
considering the high rate of such short antibiotic treatment
and the objective difficulties in obtaining trustable infor-
mation in a retrospective study protocol. The patients not
responsive to antibiotic treatment were considered affected
by a severe deep infection and required surgical revision.
We differentially analyzed early infections (defined as an
infection that required a second surgery before 6months after
the first surgery) and late infections.

In the data analysis, we considered the data recorded in
the last follow-up available.Theprimary objective of the study
was to compare the infection rate in the group in which hip
silver-coated prostheses were implanted versus the group in
which the standard titanmegaprostheseswere implanted.The
two groups were homogenous for gender, age, resection size,
time of infection, associated therapy (radio/chemotherapy or
other surgeries), second surgery for other complications, and
use of Trevira Tube.

Assuming a reduction of silver activity, a macroscopic
visual analysis (MVA) and a scanning electron microscopy
(SEM) analysis on the explanted silver-coated prostheses
were performed to detect the degradation level of the silver
coating. The macroscopic visual analyses were performed by
3 different authors that classified the level of degradation in 4
groups (1: no degradation, 2: initial degradation, 3: advanced
degradation, and 4: coating absence) and measured the
percentage of the prosthetic surface involved in degradation
processes.

After macroscopic analyses, selected sections were cut
following a standard laboratory procedure designed to avoid
surface damages during preparation and then analyzed by
field emission gun scanning electron microscopy (FEG-
SEM) (LEO 1520, Oberkochen, Germany) with backscatter
Centaurus detector (KE Developments, Cambridge, UK).
Grain size was measured by SEM-coupled image analysis
using the linear intercept method.

Close clinical surveillancewas observed at each follow-up
to monitor the risk of local or general silver toxicity.

3. Results

The overall population counted 68 patients, treated with limb
salvage surgery: 31 males and 37 females. The average age
was 61.6 years (range 21–78 years). In 23 cases the disease
for which the patients had been treated was a primary
bone tumor; in the remaining 45 cases it was secondary
to a metastatic disease. The primary bone tumors were in
9 patients osteosarcoma; 7 Ewing sarcoma/primitive neu-
roectodermal tumor; 4 chondrosarcoma; 2 malignant fibrous
histiocytomaof the bone; 1 locally advanced stage III giant cell
tumor of the bone. Seven patients had pathologic fractures.

In 38 cases (55.9% of patients) silver-coated modular
hip hemiprostheses (MUTARS� Implantcast Ltd., Buxtehude,
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Table 1: Main characteristics of the analyzed population. The two groups were homogeneous for the considered parameter.

Uncoated prosthesis Silver-coated prosthesis Overall population
Number of patients (male : female) 30 (14 M : 16 F) 38 (17 M : 21 F) 68 (31 M : 37 F)
Age at first surgery 60.1 y (23–75 y) 62.8 y (21–78 y) 61.6 y (21–78 y)
Primary bone tumor (PBT) :metastatic lesion (ML) 9 PBT : 21 ML 14 PBT : 24 ML 23 PBT : 45 ML
Bone resection size (cm) 14.7 cm (12–22 cm) 18.3 cm (12–28 cm) 16.7 cm (12–28 cm)
Use of Trevira Tube 93.3% 94.7% 94.2%
Follow-up (months) 51.2 (12–114 months) 42.8 (12–97 months) 46.5 (12–114 months)
Death (time of death) 20.0% (34.7 months) 18.4% (35.8 months) 19.2% (35.3 months)
Complications requiring surgery 7 (23.3%) 7 (18.4%) 14 (20.6%)

Table 2: Early infection, considered as evidence of infection which
occurred before 6 months after first surgery, was lower in silver-
coated prosthesis group. No difference was demonstrated between
the two groups for late infection risk.

Early infections Late infections Total

Silver-coated hip
megaprostheses

1 (2.6%) 2 (5.3%) 3 (7.9%)

Titan uncoated hip
megaprostheses

3 (10%) 2 (6.6%) 5 (16.7%)

Figure 2: Postoperative X-ray after proximal femur resection and
reconstruction with silver-coated modular prosthesis (MUTARS
Implantcast Ltd., Buxtehude, Germany).

Germany) were implanted (Figure 2); in the remaining part
(30 cases, 44.1%), uncoated titan modular tumor hip pros-
thesis (MUTARS Implantcast Ltd., Buxtehude,Germany)was
implanted.

The two groups were homogeneous for all the considered
characteristics (Table 1). The dimension range of the bone
resection was between 12 cm and 28 cm (average 16.7 cm).
All patients underwent radio and/or chemotherapy when
indicated.

The average follow-up was 46.5 months (range 12–114
months). 19.2% of patients died on average 35.3 months after
operation.The case of death was equally distributed in silver-
coated and silver-uncoated group.

Complications that required performing a second surgery
were recorded in 14 cases (20.6% of the population); 2
local relapses, 4 endoprosthesis dislocations, and 8 infections
(11.8%) were registered.

The overall rate of infection was 11.8%, in onsets at an
average time of 25 months after first surgery. The infection
rate in silver-coated prosthesis was 7.9% (3 cases). In the
uncoated prosthesis group, the infection rate was 16.7%.
Considering early infection cases silver-coated prosthesis
group showed 1 case of infection (2.6%) versus 3 cases verified
in the control group (10%). The difference between the two
groups was not relevant for late infection rate (5.3% versus
6.6%) (Table 2). The differences between the two groups
were not statistically significant for the small number of
cases.

MVA and SEM analyses were carried out on the 3
silver-coated prostheses explanted. The two proximal femur
megaprostheses affected by late infection were explanted
27 months and 18 months after surgery. In both cases an
important degradation of the coating surface compared with
the silver-coatedmegaprosthesis explanted for early infection
was confirmed (4 months from first implantation).

TheMVA for the first case (27 months post-op) showed a
grade 4 degradation for <30% of the prosthesis surface and
a grade 3 degradation for >50% of prosthesis surface (Fig-
ure 3).

The second case (18 months post-op) showed a grade 3
degradation for 50% of the prosthesis surface and a grade 2
degradation for 25% of prosthesis surface.

The third case (4 months post-op) had a grade 2 degrada-
tion for less than 30% of his surface.

SEM analyses confirmed severe disruption of prosthetic
surface in both explanted prostheses for late infection. In the
second case (Figure 4) few, small silver grains on the surface
were present which were not found in the first case analyzed
(Figure 5) where silver was almost completely absent.

No difference between silver-coated prosthesis and
uncoated tumor prosthesis groupwas recorded for functional
scores considered. No patient ever showed local or general
sign of toxicity secondary to silver exposition at each time
considered, even in wider resection (Figure 6).
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Figure 3: Silver-coated proximal femur prosthesis explanted 27 months after surgery compared with a new silver-coated prosthesis.

Figure 4: SEM analysis in a silver-coated proximal femur endo-
prosthesis explanted 18 months after surgery showed evident sign
of wear; few, small silver grains were found.

Figure 5: SEM analysis in a silver-coated proximal femur endopros-
thesis explanted 27months after surgery. Coatingwear appearsmore
evident: silver particles were almost disappeared.

4. Discussion

Life expectancy of oncologic patients with bone metastases
has remarkably increased over recent years; this has led to a

Figure 6: Long term clinical follow-up did not show general or
local sign of silver toxicity, even in wider resection and at each time
considered.

higher risk of pathologic fractures and to an increased inci-
dence of limb salvage surgery procedures [9]. Periprosthetic
infection in this kind of surgery is still a common and major
complication in orthopedic oncology.

It is currently impossible avoiding completely peripros-
thetic infections, despite the use of operating rooms with
laminar airflow, systemic antibiotic treatment, and routine
screening for multidrug-resistant bacteria that are becoming
more and more common causes of infection.The production
of an effective zone of inhibition by an antimicrobial silver-
coated surface may be useful to prevent the adherence of
organisms (in a manner that allows leaching of silver off the
coated surface) [10, 11], not only to the coated surface but
also to a variety of host-derived adhesins, such as fibronectin,
fibrinogen, fibrin, and laminin that exist within the biofilm
layer [12, 13].

Many authors have previously demonstrated that the
silver coating of a prosthetic implant can decrease the rein-
fection rate, due to the release of silver ions, which produces
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a zone of inhibition, and the resulting coated prostheses are
more likely to be infection-resistant in vivo [14–16].

The present study confirmed the protective role of sil-
ver coating compared with standard titan megaprosthesis,
especially in the first 6 months after surgery. We observed
that the silver coating has partially lost his full effect by
the time, due to his physiological mechanical erosion. It is
currently unknown what factors influence the silver coating
wear in vivo, but in our experience the residual silver,
present on prosthetic surface 27 months after his implant, is
apparently no more sufficient in producing an effectiveness
antimicrobial activity.

The most important bactericidal mechanism of the silver
ions is the interaction with the thiol groups of the L-cysteine
residue of proteins and its inactivation of bacterial enzymatic
functions [17, 18]. Another antimicrobial mechanism is the
release of potassium [19], bonding to DNA [20], and gen-
eration of intracellular reactive oxygen species (ROS). All
this activity is correlated with silver ions density released
by prosthetic surface. Considering the demonstrated severe
degradation of the coating surface, with almost complete
absence of silver, a drastic reduction of free silver ions around
prosthesis is predictable. It could explain why infection risk
between silver-coated prostheses and titan one is comparable
for late infection.

It remains unclear if silver coating may lead to other
characteristics of infection (e.g., time of infection and vir-
ulence) or to more frequent soft tissue infections. In litera-
ture, leukocyte scintigraphy has demonstrated an increased
uptake, particularly in the superficial soft tissues. In our
view, this may be explained by the fact that active free silver
ions bind to proteins and become inactivated (silver ions
may build complexes with serum albumin) [16]. In these
areas, the silver coating is unable to develop an adjuvant
effect as demonstrated by Schierholz et al. [17]: free silver
ions may precipitate in albumin-containing environments
(e.g., hematoma), leading to concentrations that are too low
for bactericidal effects to be achieved. In our study rate
of infection was not significantly related to this kind of
complication or to the dimension of the resection, probably
because of the small number considered, but we feel free to
confirm the suggestion that surgeon has to avoid hematoma
and poor muscle coverage of the prosthesis, resulting in
superficial wound healing problems, which can cause a
bacterial colonization. For this reason we routinely use from
one to three wound drainages up to 2 days after surgery.

Hussmann et al. [21] analyzed mass spectrometry of the
wound fluid of the Redon bottles, at 7th and 14th days
postoperatively to find silver concentration and CRP level.
Patients with a relatively large amount of released silver ions
showed a faster decrease in the inflammatory marker CRP,
even if it is unclear whether the concentration of released
silver ions in the immediate surroundings of the prosthesis
has an influence on the clinical course.

In comparison to other metals with antimicrobial activ-
ity (like copper, cadmium, and mercury) [5], silver has
shown good antimicrobial activity and low toxicity. Silver
toxicity has been reported to occur at serum levels as low
as 0.3mg/mL and manifests as argyria, leukopenia, and

alterations in renal, hepatic, and neural tissues. Thus, it is
prudent to incorporate silver onto the surfaces of the pros-
theses in concentrations that are adequate to reduce bacterial
adherence but not high enough to cause systemic toxicity [22,
23]. Different kinds of silver coatings have been developed
and introduced for clinical practice, following accurate in
vitro studies and animal testing that showed a tolerable
release of silver ions and no problem in prosthetic osseous
integration [14, 24]. We must underline the fact that different
industrial procedures used for producing different kinds of
silver coatings would probably have a different kinematics
in silver ions release. Comparative studies regarding possible
differences in local and general silver ions concentration and
consequently different efficacy and timing of coating wear in
vivo have never been performed. However no general side
effects in silver-coated megaprostheses implanted in humans
have ever been demonstrated for all the different silver coat-
ings tested, with silver blood level well beyond the threshold
level of toxicity [6, 21]. Few cases of local argyria have been
described especially as cutaneous manifestation apparently
not related to blood, urine, or aspiration fluids silver levels
and without concomitant signs of renal, liver, or neurologic
sufferings, concluding that the short-term surveillance of
blood silver levels in these patients is not required [25, 26].

In the present study and in our previous experiences [7],
no patient had ever shown any significant local or general sign
of toxicity secondary to silver ions exposition.

At last, the economic factor has to be considered. Silver-
coated megaprostheses are admittedly 5–7% more expensive
than the other tumor prostheses [14], but considering the
significant decrease in the period of hospitalization and in
revision surgeries, following an overall lower infection rate,
we actually adopt silver-coated prostheses as first choice
implant in all primary and revision limb salvage surgery
procedure in oncological patients.

5. Conclusions

Silver-coated hip megaprostheses are safe and useful to
improve the clinical outcome in limb salvage surgery, consid-
ering the lack of toxicological signs and the lower rate of early
infections.Therefore, we recommend to use silver-coated hip
hemiarthroplasty as primary implants in all the primary or
metastatic bone tumors involving the proximal femur.

The analyses performed on the explanted prostheses
suggest a reduced antimicrobial activity of the silver coating
after 6–18months fromprosthetic implantation, probably due
to his degradation. In the future more studies are necessary
to confirm these results and to analyze and to compare the in
vivo action of different silver-coating manufactures.
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